
Hashem Mirzaee in a nutshell 

I met him for the first time, when I was studying in high school. He looked different in the first sight. 

He was calm and very well spoken, speaking with patience and respect. He somehow knew what to 

say and how to say it to keep the teaching going and keep everyone excited. He knew what kind of 

essential questions were in the mind of youth. He looked like a captain who can sail a ship in a 

stormy sea. 

He taught us to think more, to read constantly, to listen carefully and to speak as needed. I think I 

learned from him that these skills are keys to practical problem solving. Without careful listening, it 

is easy to misinterpret and wander around. Without thinking, reaching to a solution is impossible 

and by talking too much, without proper knowledge, you are exposing yourself to more mistakes.   

You can teach only when you are a master in what you want to teach. That is why I think he chose to 

be a teacher. I think he belongs to a specific kind of teachers: who love teaching; the kind that their 

style of teaching is not giving you the answer, but is to ask right questions and help you grow and 

find the answers by yourself. They help you flourish as a gardener take cares of the flowers. 

In addition to many things I learned from him, I would like to finish with this one: It is not always 

possible to plan every step in our life. What we need to do is to try, to look for hints, to listen to the 

world which always answering our questions and act within our capabilities. The rest of the road will 

appear when we are ready to discover it.  We need to understand that the journey is the goal, not 

the destination and through this journey, it is important to be fair to others, to respect their rights 

even if that leads to losing some short-term personal benefits. 
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